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Introduction 

This manual introduces the contents of the virtual screening library in the VirtualScreenRF folder, the 

applications of its functions and the steps to be followed in Virtual Screening and Virtual Modeling in 

Ligand based drug design. The composition of this manual is of the following topics. 

 

Contents of the VirtualScreenRF folder 

Functions in VirtualScreenRF.py 

Functions in VirtualScreenRFCUDA.py 

Training and classification in Ligand based drug design 

Invoking these functions for ligand based drug design  



Contents of the VirtualScreenRF folder 

 

The following are the files in the VirtualScreenRF folder 

 VirtualScreenRF.py 

 

 VirtualScreenRF.pyc 

 

 VirtualScreenRFCUDA.py 

 

 VirtualScreenRFCUDA.pyc 

 

 sample.py 

 

 new.py 

 

 Screen.xlsx 

 

 Manual.pdf 

 

 VirtualScreening.pdf 

  



Functions in VirtualScreenRF.py 

This section introduces the functions provided in VirtualScreenRF.py. All the functions included in this 

module are for execution in serial environment and not in CUDA. This file can be compiled and executed 

on any Linux based systems. The compiled module is VirtualScreenRF.pyc and can be imported into 

other python files. The arguments to be supplied to each function and the return object have been 

shown. 

The following are the functions in VirtualScreenRF.py.  

 convert_smiles_to_sdf(src_smiles_file) 

 

This function converts a smiles file into a sdf file and saves the sdf file in the same directory as 

that of the source smiles file. The absolute path of the smiles file has to be supplied as the 

argument as a string.  

 

Use: 

convert_smiles_to_sdf('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/GDB17-50M.smiles') 

This converts GDB17-50M.smiles into GDB17-50M.sdf in the directory /home/jayaraj/Desktop 

 

 convert_sdf_to_smiles(src_sdf_file) 

 

This function converts a sdf file into a smiles file and saves the smiles file in the same directory 

as that of the source smiles file. The absolute path of the smiles file has to be supplied as the 

argument as a string.  

 

Use: 

convert_sdf_to_smiles('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/AID1332.sdf’) 

This converts AID1332.sdf into AID1332.smiles in the directory /home/jayaraj/Desktop 

 

 convert_smiles_to_sdf_in_a_folder(src_smiles_folder, dest_sdf_folder) 

 

This function reads all the smiles files in ‘src_smiles_folder’, converts them to sdf files and 

saves them in ‘dest_sdf_folder’. Both these arguments are absolute directory locations 

specified as strings. 

 

Use: 

convert_smiles_to_sdf_in_a_folder('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/2_Screening Data/50M-

smiles-split','/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/2_Screening Data/50M-sdf-converted') 

The function converts all the smiles files in the first folder to sdf files and saves them in the 

second folder. 

 

 



 convert_sdf_to_smiles_in_a_folder(src_sdf_folder, dest_smiles_folder) 

 

This function reads all the smiles files in ‘src_sdf_folder’, converts them to smiles files and 

saves them in ‘dest_smiles_folder’. Both these arguments are absolute directory locations 

specified as strings. 

 

Use: 

convert_sdf_to_smiles_in_a_folder('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/2_Screening Data/50M-

sdf-split','/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/2_Screening Data/50M-smiles’) 

The function converts all the smiles files in the first folder to sdf files and saves them in the 

second folder. 

 

 split_smiles_file(dest_folder, src_smiles_file, mol_per_file = 100000) 

 

This function reads a smiles file specified in src_smiles_file and splits it into multiple files and 

saves them to the folder specified in dest_folder. The maximum number of molecules in each 

new smiles file is specified in mol_per_file. The default value for mol_per_file is taken as 

100000, if the third argument is not specified. 

 

Use: 

split_smiles_file('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/50M-smiles-split’, ’ 

/home/jayaraj/Desktop/GDB17-50M.smiles') 

This function reads GDB17-50M.smiles from Desktop and splits it into multiple files containing 

100000 molecules per file and saves them into '/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/50M-smiles-

split’ 

 

 split_sdf_file(dest_folder, src_sdf_file, count_in_a_file = 50000) 

 

This function reads a smiles file specified in src_sdf_file and splits it into multiple files and saves 

them to the folder specified in dest_folder. The maximum number of molecules in each new 

smiles file is specified in count_in_a_file. The default value for count_in_a_file is taken as 

50000, if the third argument is not specified. 

 

Use: 

split_sdf_file('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/Results', '/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/AID-

602481-inactive.sdf') 

This function reads AID-602481-inactive.sdf from Desktop and splits it into multiple files 

containing 50000 molecules per file and saves them into '/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/ AID-

602481-inactive.sdf' 

  



 merge_sdf_files_in_a_folder(src_folder, dest_sdf_file) 

 

This function reads all the sdf files present in src_folder specified as a string, merges these files 

and saves it as a single file at dest_sdf_file specified as a string. 

 

Use: 

merge_sdf_files_in_a_folder('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/src','/home/jayaraj/Pycharm 

Projects/src/a.sdf') 

This invocation reads all the sdf files in src folder as saves a.sdf in src folder. 

 

 merge_descriptor_files_in_a_folder(src_folder, dest_sdf_file) 

 

This function reads all the descriptor files present in src_folder specified as a string, merges 

these files and saves it as a single file at dest_sdf_file specified as a string. 

 

Use: 

merge_sdf_files_in_a_folder ('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun', 

'/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/trainingset') 

This invocation reads all the descriptor files in testrun folder and saves them into trainingset file 

in testrun folder. 

 

 merge_two_descriptor_files_into_one(src_file1, src_file2, dest_desc_file) 

 

This function reads descriptor files specified in src_file1 and src_file2, merges them and creates 

a new descriptor file in the location specified in dest_desc_file. 

 

Use: 

merge_two_descriptor_files_into_one('/home/jayaraj/test/active', 

'/home/jayaraj/test/inactive','/home/jayaraj/test/trainingset') 

This invocation merges active descriptor file and inactive descriptor file and saves them into 

trainingset descriptor file in test directory. 

 

 shuffle_descriptors(src_file, dest_file) 

 

This function reads descriptor file specified in src_file, shuffles the entries of molecular 

descriptors in the file and writes shuffled descriptor file in dest_file. 

 

Use: 

shuffle_descriptors('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm /src/training', '/home/jayaraj/Pycharm 

/src/training') 



This invocation shuffles the descriptor entries in training set and saves the descriptors back into 

the same file in a shuffled manner. 

 

 modify_tabs(src_folder) 

 

This function reads all the descriptor files in src_folder and replaces all tabs with spaces. This 

function has to be applied to descriptor files that are freshly generated from PowerMV. This 

function removes the first line of the fresh descriptor file that contains the names of columns. 

This function has to be applied to all freshly generated descriptor files before merging them into 

a single large descriptor file. 

 

Use: 

modify_tabs('/media/jayaraj/UBUNTU 13_1/data') 

This invocation modifies all the descriptor files in data folder by removing the first lines and 

replacing all tabs with spaces in each descriptor file. 

 

 append_activity(src_folder, dest_folder, activity) 

 

This function reads raw descriptor files specified in src_folder and appends a common activity to 

all molecules and saves these descriptor files in dest_folder directory. The third argument is the 

activity (1-active, 2-inactive). It is to be noted that the same activity is applied to all the 

descriptor files in a folder. So, it is useful to save inactive and active descriptor files in separate 

folders. 

 

Use: 

append_activity('/home/jayaraj/test/decscriptors', '/home/jayaraj/test/active', 1) 

Appends activity 1 to all molecules in descriptor files in the folder 1 and saves the modified files 

in folder 2. 

 

 get_classes_and_features(input_file) 

 

This function, when applied to a training set data parses through the input_file and returns the 

classes and features (descriptors) of each molecule in it as a tuple of arrays. This function is 

invoked from createRandomForest function to create the random forest for classification. 

 

Use: 

classes, features = get_classes_and_features('/home/jayaraj/test/trainingset') 

The function parses the descriptor data in trainingset file and returns the classes and features as 

arrays. 

  



 get_features(input_file) 

 

This function, when applied to a training set data parses through the input_file for classification 

and returns the molecule names and features (descriptors) of each molecule in it a tuple of two 

arrays. This function is invoked from performRFClassification function classify the data in it. 

 

Use: 

molecules, features = get_features('/home/jayaraj/test/classificationset') 

This function parses the descriptor file classificationset and returns the molecules and features 

as arrays. 

 

 createRandomForest(input_file) 

 

This function, when applied to a training set data parses through the input_file for classification, 

creates a random forest and returns the model. 

 

Use: 

model = createRandomForest('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/src/data1') 

This function parses the training descriptor file data1 and returns the random forest model for 

classification. 

 

 performRFClassification(input_file, rf_model, result_dest_folder) 

 

This function runs the classification of molecules whose descriptors are supplied as the first 

argument, based on the model obtained from createRandomForest function. This function 

creates a csv file with molecule ids classified as active and inactive and is saved in the folder 

specified in result_dest_folder. 

Use: 

performRFGPUClassification('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/dest/data7', rf_model, 

'/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/test3') 

 save_model(model, model_location, model_name) 

 

This function saves the random forest model object supplied as the first argument as a file at the 

location specified by the second arugment with file name as the third argument. 

 

Use: 

save_model(rf_model, ‘/home/jayaraj/Desktop/model’, ‘aid1332’) 

This invocation saves rf_model as aid1332.mdl at the model folder in Desktop 

 



 load_model(model_location, model_name) 

 

This function loads the model specified by model_name from the location passed by 

model_location and returns the model. Only serializeable objects can be loaded successfully. 

 

Use: 

model = load_model(‘/home/jayaraj/Desktop/model’, ‘aid1332’) 

The object of the model saved as aid1332 in model folder is loaded into model variable 

 evaluate_efficiency(training_dataset_location, output_location, split = 20) 

 

This function is used to determine the efficiency of the random forest algorithm. It takes the 

training dataset, creates a percentage split of training dataset as specified in the third argument. 

Splits the data as training set and classification set. Builds the random forest with the training 

set, runs the classification part with the classification set and saves the result in the location 

specified by output_location with file name ResultCPU.txt. Note that the data specified in the 

first argument is same as the one specified as the argument in createRandomForest and not in 

performRFClassification. 

 

Use: 

evaluate_efficiency('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/src/data1', 

‘/home/jayaraj/Desktop/results’) 

The result of performing random forest training and classification on the data specified in the 

first argument is stored in the result.txt file in the folder specified in the second argument. 

 

 merge_csv_files_in_a_folder(src_folder, dest_csv_file) 

This function is used to merge all csv files in the folder specified as the first argument to form a 

single csv file whose destination is specified in the second argument. Note that the first line of 

each csv file, i.e., the heading is omitted. This function is intended to merge all results produced 

by scale_testset_and_run function. 

Use: 

merge_csv_files_in_a_folder(‘/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/results’,’ 

/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/results.csv’)  

 

 

 

  



Functions in VirtualScreenRFCUDA.py 

This section introduces the functions provided in VirtualScreenRF.py. This file can be compiled and 

executed only on Linux based systems with CUDA support. The compiled python file 

VirtualScreenRFCUDA.pyc that can be imported. The arguments to be supplied to each function and the 

return object have been shown. 

The following are the functions in VirtualScreenRFC.py.  

 convert_smiles_to_sdf(src_smiles_file) 

 

This function converts a smiles file into a sdf file and saves the sdf file in the same directory as 

that of the source smiles file. The absolute path of the smiles file has to be supplied as the 

argument as a string.  

 

Use: 

convert_smiles_to_sdf('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/GDB17-50M.smiles') 

This converts GDB17-50M.smiles into GDB17-50M.sdf in the directory /home/jayaraj/Desktop 

 

 convert_sdf_to_smiles(src_sdf_file) 

 

This function converts a sdf file into a smiles file and saves the smiles file in the same directory 

as that of the source smiles file. The absolute path of the smiles file has to be supplied as the 

argument as a string.  

 

Use: 

convert_sdf_to_smiles('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/AID1332.sdf’) 

This converts AID1332.sdf into AID1332.smiles in the directory /home/jayaraj/Desktop 

 

 convert_smiles_to_sdf_in_a_folder(src_smiles_folder, dest_sdf_folder) 

 

This function reads all the smiles files in ‘src_smiles_folder’, converts them to sdf files and 

saves them in ‘dest_sdf_folder’. Both these arguments are absolute directory locations 

specified as strings. 

 

Use: 

convert_smiles_to_sdf_in_a_folder('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/2_Screening Data/50M-

smiles-split','/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/2_Screening Data/50M-sdf-converted') 

The function converts all the smiles files in the first folder to sdf files and saves them in the 

second folder. 

 

 

 



 convert_sdf_to_smiles_in_a_folder(src_sdf_folder, dest_smiles_folder) 

 

This function reads all the smiles files in ‘src_sdf_folder’, converts them to smiles files and 

saves them in ‘dest_smiles_folder’. Both these arguments are absolute directory locations 

specified as strings. 

 

Use: 

convert_sdf_to_smiles_in_a_folder('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/2_Screening Data/50M-

sdf-split','/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/2_Screening Data/50M-smiles’) 

The function converts all the smiles files in the first folder to sdf files and saves them in the 

second folder. 

 

 split_smiles_file(dest_folder, src_smiles_file, mol_per_file = 100000) 

 

This function reads a smiles file specified in src_smiles_file and splits it into multiple files and 

saves them to the folder specified in dest_folder. The maximum number of molecules in each 

new smiles file is specified in mol_per_file. The default value for mol_per_file is taken as 

100000, if the third argument is not specified. 

 

Use: 

split_smiles_file('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/50M-smiles-split’, ’ 

/home/jayaraj/Desktop/GDB17-50M.smiles') 

This function reads GDB17-50M.smiles from Desktop and splits it into multiple files containing 

100000 molecules per file and saves them into '/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/50M-smiles-

split’ 

 

 split_sdf_file(dest_folder, src_sdf_file, count_in_a_file = 50000) 

 

This function reads a smiles file specified in src_sdf_file and splits it into multiple files and saves 

them to the folder specified in dest_folder. The maximum number of molecules in each new 

smiles file is specified in count_in_a_file. The default value for count_in_a_file is taken as 

50000, if the third argument is not specified. 

 

Use: 

split_sdf_file('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/Results', '/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/AID-

602481-inactive.sdf') 

This function reads AID-602481-inactive.sdf from Desktop and splits it into multiple files 

containing 50000 molecules per file and saves them into '/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/ AID-

602481-inactive.sdf' 

  



 merge_sdf_files_in_a_folder(src_folder, dest_sdf_file) 

 

This function reads all the sdf files present in src_folder specified as a string, merges these files 

and saves it as a single file at dest_sdf_file specified as a string. 

 

Use: 

merge_sdf_files_in_a_folder('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/src','/home/jayaraj/Pycharm 

Projects/src/a.sdf') 

This invocation reads all the sdf files in src folder as saves a.sdf in src folder. 

 

 merge_descriptor_files_in_a_folder(src_folder, dest_sdf_file) 

 

This function reads all the descriptor files present in src_folder specified as a string, merges 

these files and saves it as a single file at dest_sdf_file specified as a string. 

 

Use: 

merge_sdf_files_in_a_folder ('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun', 

'/home/jayaraj/Desktop/testrun/trainingset') 

This invocation reads all the descriptor files in testrun folder and saves them into trainingset file 

in testrun folder. 

 

 merge_two_descriptor_files_into_one(src_file1, src_file2, dest_desc_file) 

 

This function reads descriptor files specified in src_file1 and src_file2, merges them and creates 

a new descriptor file in the location specified in dest_desc_file. 

 

Use: 

merge_two_descriptor_files_into_one('/home/jayaraj/test/active', 

'/home/jayaraj/test/inactive','/home/jayaraj/test/trainingset') 

This invocation merges active descriptor file and inactive descriptor file and saves them into 

trainingset descriptor file in test directory. 

 

 shuffle_descriptors(src_file, dest_file) 

 

This function reads descriptor file specified in src_file, shuffles the entries of molecular 

descriptors in the file and writes shuffled descriptor file in dest_file. 

 

Use: 

shuffle_descriptors('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm /src/training', '/home/jayaraj/Pycharm 

/src/training') 



This invocation shuffles the descriptor entries in training set and saves the descriptors back into 

the same file in a shuffled manner. 

 

 modify_tabs(src_folder) 

 

This function reads all the descriptor files in src_folder and replaces all tabs with spaces. This 

function has to be applied to descriptor files that are freshly generated from PowerMV. This 

function removes the first line of the fresh descriptor file that contains the names of columns. 

This function has to be applied to all freshly generated descriptor files before merging them into 

a single large descriptor file. 

 

Use: 

modify_tabs('/media/jayaraj/UBUNTU 13_1/data') 

This invocation modifies all the descriptor files in data folder by removing the first lines and 

replacing all tabs with spaces in each descriptor file. 

 

 append_activity(src_folder, dest_folder, activity) 

 

This function reads raw descriptor files specified in src_folder and appends a common activity to 

all molecules and saves these descriptor files in dest_folder directory. The third argument is the 

activity (1-active, 2-inactive). It is to be noted that the same activity is applied to all the 

descriptor files in a folder. So, it is useful to save inactive and active descriptor files in separate 

folders. 

 

Use: 

append_activity('/home/jayaraj/test/decscriptors', '/home/jayaraj/test/active', 1) 

Appends activity 1 to all molecules in descriptor files in the folder 1 and saves the modified files 

in folder 2. 

 

 get_classes_and_features(input_file) 

 

This function, when applied to a training set data parses through the input_file and returns the 

classes and features (descriptors) of each molecule in it as a tuple of arrays. This function is 

invoked from createRandomForest function to create the random forest for classification. 

 

Use: 

classes, features = get_classes_and_features('/home/jayaraj/test/trainingset') 

The function parses the descriptor data in trainingset file and returns the classes and features as 

arrays. 

  



 get_features(input_file) 

 

This function, when applied to a training set data parses through the input_file for classification 

and returns the molecule names and features (descriptors) of each molecule in it a tuple of two 

arrays. This function is invoked from performRFClassification function classify the data in it. 

 

Use: 

molecules, features = get_features('/home/jayaraj/test/classificationset') 

This function parses the descriptor file classificationset and returns the molecules and features 

as arrays. 

 

 createRandomForestonGPU(input_file) 

 

This function, when applied to a training set data parses through the input_file for classification, 

creates a random forest on GPU and returns the model. 

 

Use: 

model = createRandomForest('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/src/data1') 

This function parses the training descriptor file data1 and returns the random forest model for 

classification. 

 

 performRFGPUClassification(input_file, rf_model, result_dest_folder) 

 

This function runs the classification on GPU of molecules whose descriptors are supplied as the 

first argument, based on the model obtained from createRandomForestGPU function. This 

function creates a csv file with molecule ids classified as active and inactive and is saved in the 

folder specified in result_dest_folder. 

Use: 

performRFGPUClassification('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/dest/data7', rf_model, 

'/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/test3') 

 evaluate_efficiency(training_dataset_location, output_location, split = 20) 

 

This function is used to determine the efficiency of the random forest algorithm on CUDA 

environment. It takes the training dataset, creates a percentage split of training dataset as 

specified in the third argument. Splits the data as training set and classification set. Builds the 

random forest with the training set, runs the classification part with the classification set and 

saves the result in the location specified by output_location with file name ResultCPU.txt. Note 

that the data specified in the first argument is same as the one specified as the argument in 

createRandomForestGPU and not in performRFGPUClassification. 

 



Use: 

evaluate_efficiency('/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/src/data1', 

‘/home/jayaraj/Desktop/results’) 

The result of performing random forest training and classification on the data specified in the 

first argument is stored in the result.txt file in the folder specified in the second argument. 

 

 scale_testset_and_run(testset_location, rf_model, result_dest_folder,mol_per_file) 

 

This function scales the test set with different amounts of molecular data and runs the 

classification algorithm one after the other. The number of molecules to be considered in each 

scaling is specified as the fourth parameter, the default value of which is 50000. The first 

parameter is the location of the testset or the classification data. The second parameter is an 

object to the random forest model generated from training. The third argument is the 

destination folder location where the results of the classification is to be saved 

 

Use: 

scale_testset_and_run('/home/jayaraj/Desktop/1M cudaRF/4screen', 

rf_model,'/home/jayaraj/1M cudaRF') 

In the above function invocation, the classification data is 4screen, rf_model is the model 

generated from the training phase and the third parameter is where the resultant csv files are 

being saved. 

 

 merge_csv_files_in_a_folder(src_folder, dest_csv_file) 

This function is used to merge all csv files in the folder specified as the first argument to form a 

single csv file whose destination is specified in the second argument. Note that the first line of 

each csv file, i.e., the heading is omitted. This function is intended to merge all results produced 

by scale_testset_and_run function. 

Use: 

merge_csv_files_in_a_folder(‘/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/results’,’ 

/home/jayaraj/Pycharm Projects/results.csv’)  

 

 

  



Training and classification in Ligand based drug design 

The virtual modeling and screening procedure can be combined into Training and Classification phase. 

The preferable procedure that can be followed in training phase is:  

1. Get two SDF files of a ligand from NCBI PubChem website. i.e., two separate SDF files for active 

and inactive molecules. 

2. Create a folder for active SDF molecules. Split active molecules SDF into multiple new files each 

containing about 35000 molecules and save them to the active folder. 

3. Create a folder for inactive SDF molecules. Split inactive molecules SDF into multiple new files 

each containing about 35000 molecules and save them to the active folder. 

4. Generate molecular descriptors for each small SDF file using PowerMV. And save them into two 

new folders, one for active descriptors and other for inactive ones. 

5. Modify all descriptor files (replace tabs with spaces and remove column names) and save active 

and inactive ones into two the same folders. 

6. Append activity to each file. This can be done to all files inside a folder. Use the python function 

to append 1 for active descriptors, and 2 for inactive ones. This helps to mark the inactive ones 

from active ones. [one folder for active, another for inactive] 

7. Merge all active descriptor files into a single file. And all inactive descriptor files into a single file. 

8. Merge the active and inactive descriptor files into a single large file. 

9. Shuffle descriptors in this file, so that active and inactive ones are sufficiently shuffled. This 

shuffled file is the input to the RF classifier. Save this file as the trainingset. 

The preferable procedure for classification phase is: 

1. Download smiles file from the database. 

2. Split the smiles file into small smiles files and save them into a single folder, if necessary. 

3. Convert smiles file into SDF files. 

4. Create a folder for SDF files. Split SDF into multiple new files each containing about 35000 

molecules and save them to a single folder. 

5. Generate molecular descriptors for each small SDF file using PowerMV. And save them into a 

single folder. 

6. Merge all active descriptor files into a single file and name it the classificationset. 

Perform Random Forest classifier 

1. Create a random forest model from trainingset. 

2. Classify the classificationset using the model generated from the generated model. 

The efficiency of the classification algorithm can be determined by invoking the evaluate_efficiency 

function by supplying the trainingset as the argument.  

For the function names to be used, refer Screen.xlsx file. 

  



Invoking these functions for ligand based drug design 

The scripts VirtualScreenRF.py and VirtualScreenRFCUDA.py can be invoked and used by importing them 

into your script in the local folder. Each function can be invoked separately. The procedure in training 

and classification are shown in new.py script file. The sample.py file can be used to perform a single task 

one after the other by referring new.py. The entire workflow of the drug design is written in new.py 


